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THE BG NEWS

Wednesday, September 10,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Moslems
claim kidnapping
of U.S. educator

Israelis
demand
revenge

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An
American who runs a private
school in Beirut was kidnapped
by two armed men while on his
way to play golf Tuesday, and a
caller claimed responsibility in
the name of the Shiite Moslem
group Islamic Jihad.
It was the first kidnapping of
an American in Lebanon in 15
months.
The U.S. Embassy identified
the victim as Frank Herbert
Reed, 53, of Maiden, Mass., director of the Lebanese International School in Moslem west
Beirut.
A spate of politically-motivated kidnappings in west Beirut in 1985 prompted most
Americans and other Westerners to leave the city.
A school associate said Reed
has lived in Lebanon about eight
years and had converted to Islam before marrying Sahmiya
Dalati, a Syrian. The associate,
who insisted on anonymity, said
the couple have a five-year old
son, Tareq.
Islamic Jihad, which espouses
the fundamentalist teachings of
Iran's Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, has said it holds at least
three other American hostages.
U.S. Embassy spokesman

Terrorism targeted
in temple deaths

Christopher P. English said the
embassy "does not have many
details about it (the kidnap)
now."

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin
and former Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon called Monday for
Israel to strike back at the terrorism responsible for the massacre of 21 Turkish Jews during
prayer.
Government officials foresaw
swift retaliation against whoever was behind Saturday's synagogue attack in Istanbul.
They doubted, however, that
any strike would be launched
before the summit expected this
week between Prime Minister
Shimon Peres and Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak! They
spoke on condition of anonymity
and declined to elaborate.
"We must fight terror constantly and everywhere.... We
must seek them out (terrorists)
and strike at them," Rabin said
before leaving for the United
States for an official visit.
Sharon said at the inauguration of an electronics factory in
the southern town of Dimona:
"We must set a price for every
Jew who is hurt. That was always our policy. That's how we
acted ana that's why we were
successful."
"Terror is a monster which
sniffs out every weakness and
knows how to capitalize on it,"
added Sharon, who now is trade
and industry minister.

AT THE State Department in
Washington, spokesman Bernard Kalb said, "We call on
those who may be holding Mr.
Reed as well as the other foreign
hostages in Lebanon to release
their captives immediately. We
remind them further that we
hold them responsible for the
well-being of their captives."
Police quoted family friends
as saying Reed was kidnapped
at 11:15 a.m. near the ruins of a
supermarket in west Beirut's
Bir Hassan district while driving from his west Beirut home to
play golf at the city's outskirts.
Gunmen in a dark blue Volvo
intercepted Reed's car a few
hundred yards from the headquarters of Syrian intelligence
officers supervising a security
plan for west Beirut, police said.
An anonymous caller claiming
to speak for Islamic Jihad,
which means Islamic Holy War,
claimed in a call to a Western
news agency that Reed was a
CIA spy and that "documents
convicting him" were found on
him.

Crash kills Fostorian
A Fostoria woman was killed
late Monday In a two-car accident northeast of Bowling
Green.
Cheryl Dauterman, 38, died as
a result of the 7 p.m. crash.
Troopers at the Walbridge
post of the Ohio Highway Patrol
said Dauterman was driving
south on Ohio 199 when her car
was struck by the auto driven by
Jamie Peatee, 17, of 923 Wilson
Ct, Bowling Green. Peatee was
westbound on Sugar Ridge Road
and failed to stop at the stop sign
at the intersection of Ohio 199,
troopers said.
Dauterman was taken to Wood
County Hospital by Troy Township rescue squad. A hospital
spokesperson said it was not

known when or where she was
pronounced dead.
Peatee was taken to Wood
County Hospital by Pemberville
rescue squad. He was listed in
satisfactory condition yesterday, the spokesperson said.
Also in satisfactory condition
at Wood County Hospital is
Kathy Leimgruber, 15, of 504
Hillcrest Drive, Bowling Green.
She was a passenger in the Dauterman auto.
A second passenger in the
Dauterman car, Julie Navarre,
16, of Winfield Drive, Bowling
Green, was treated and released, troopers said.
The accident is still under
investigation, and no charges
have been filed, troopers said.

Plugging away

BG

News/Dave Kielmeyer

Dave Wiley of Blodgett Drilling and Contracting checks on the progress of the drilling rig in front
of Lake Erie Sports on E. Wooster St. The contractors are plugging a leaky natural gas well which they
estimate to be approximately 60-70 years old.

RABIN SAD) the organization
responsible for the synagogue
attack likely was either Palestinian or linked to the Palestine
Liberation Organization.
Sharon on Saturday said Israel's peace overtures to its
Arab neighbors encouraged the
attack. Prime Minister Shimon
Peres demanded a retraction.
Sharon retracted his comments Sunday under pressure
from his right-wing Likud bloc.
Likud did not want to endanger
the handover of power to party
chief Yitzhak Shamir next
month. Under a pact between
Likud and Peres' Labor Party,
the two men will switch jobs on
Oct. 14.

Obstacles frustrate deaf student Memorial held today
Woman says University lacks services for hearing-impaired for COCO founder
by Mike Mclntyre
editor

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a
three-port series on disabled students at the
University. It deals with problems they ha ve
encountered and examines the University's
Department of Handicapped Services.
Listening to a professor or
communicating with a financial aid officer,
the Bursar or the registrar are nearly
impossible tasks for a deaf student who is
frustrated because the University and state
agencies have failed to provide her with an
interpreter.
Dawn Bostleman, 30, is attending classes
this fall and trying to convince someone that
she needs an interpreter to communicate
with school offices and to understand what is
being said in her classes. She has been deaf
since birth.
She attended the University six years ago,
and was forced to leave because she was
unable to get interpreters and support from
the University. She said nothing has
changed since then.
"(The University's Department of)
Handicapped Services has not improved its
services for hearing impaired people. For
yean and years they have been stubborn,"
Bostleman said through a friend who knows
sign language.
BUT PHILIP Mason, executive assistant
to University President Paul Olscamp, said
it Is not the University's responsibility to
provide an interpreter for Bostleman. Since
she is now a client of the Ohio Bureau of
Vocational Rehabilitation, It is BVR's
responsibility to pay for an interpreter, he
The BVR usually hires its Interpreters
through Hearing Impaired Services of
Northwest Ohio. But Kathy Scott, secretary
at HISNO, said it has been difficult to find an
interpreter for Bostleman.
"One reason for the difficulty is that we
didn't receive a confirmed schedule until
after the first week of classes. We have to
have a schedule with exact times and dates
to hire a person," she said.

Scott added that problems with
Bostleman's schedule, such as having
classes with large periods of time in
between, made a job of interpreting for her
unattractive.

Dr. Harry Hoemann, Bostleman's
advisor, said the problem lies in the fact that
there are no interpreters living in Bowling
Green.
"BVR does not pay someone for the time
that they are not interpreting. If an
interpreter lived in Bowling Green and
could go home between classes, it would be
no trick at all," he said.
SCOTT SAID many of Bostleman's
classes were technical and required an
interpreter with better signing skills. She
said many interpreters choose jobs which
pay better, since BVR pays $8 an hour for
interpreters, while other agencies, such as
the Toledo Board of Education, pay $10 an
hour.
Bostleman, who is married and has two
young children, came back to the University
this semester because she wanted to earn a
bachelor's degree in social work. Last week,
she withdrew from three classes because
she had no interpreter and found it difficult
to find volunteers to take notes.
Now she is unsure if she can continue her
education because she must maintain a 2.0
grade point average to remain eligible for
financial aid. She said good grades are
almost impossible without communication
in the classroom.
Scott said HISNO is still searching for an
interpreter, but has not been informed of
Bostleman's schedule changes.
Bostleman is frustrated. She is frustrated
with the University for not supplying
interpreters for routine communications.
And she is frustrated because she cannot
find an interpreter for classes.
She said things were much easier at the
University of Toledo, where she studied last
year. Interpreters were provided and paid
by the university. So why not stay at UT?
"DEAF PEOPLE can choose any college
where they want to go. They have the

freedom to choose," she said. "I like BGSU.
There are beautiful trees, animals and
warm people. It is closer to my home (in
Napoleon), and it has a good day care
program for my children. And my advisor
(Hoemann) is very active with deaf
people."
But she must still depend on a friend for
communicating with people, such as tutors,
outside of class, and she continues to
struggle in class.
Bostleman said she must find an
interpreter soon, or she will be forced to
drop out of school. She said people who know
sign language can contact tier through a
friend's on-campus mailbox, number 1317.
She said she wants to arrange to pay these
people through BVR, but said it is difficult
because most people aren't proficient
enough to sign in class.
Ingrid Kober, a counselor at BVR, spoke
to The BG News but would not discuss
Bostleman's case, citing client
confidentiality.
In general terms, she said there is no
individual or no agency to blame when a
reasonable attempt has been made to find
an interpreter. She said BVR is making
every reasonable attempt to provide
interpreters for all of its clients.
KAREN STRAUSS, staff attorney for The
National Center for Law and the Deaf in
Washington, D.C.. said it is first the
responsibility of the BVR to pay for an inclass interpreter for deaf students. But she
said the University is also responsible
because any institution which receives
federal financial aid cannot discriminate on
the basis of a handicap, under Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Mason said the University is helping BVR
to find an interpreter for Bostleman.
Meanwhile, Bostleman will continue to
push for an interpreter on her own.
"I never get angry because I have gotten
used to frustration a lot in my life," she said.
"I dent want to put myself down. I will
stand up and speak out about my rights."

'Mom Smith' mourned by commuter students
by Debbie Rogers

reporter

For more than 18 years, Hazel
Smith aided commuter students.
In fact, she has been responsible
for many of the comforts the
commuter students now enjoy.
Smith died May 21. A memorial service will be held today at
11:30 a.m. in Prout Chapel.
Smith founded the Commuter
Off-Campus Organization in 1967
and was its director until her
death. She was a student when
the late Richard Lenhart, who
was then director of student
activities, asked her to direct
what is now called the Off-Campus Student Center.
Before Smith started the center in the basement of Moselev
Hall, commuter students studied in the Promenade Lounge on
the second floor of the Union, or
just "hung out in cars," according to University senior Ellen
Bean, who was assistant director of COCO for three years.
Smith made the commuters
feel at home. She had lockers,
tables, lounge furniture, typewriters, vending machines, a
microwave oven and computers
installed at the center.
Bean, who will speak at at the
memorial service, said she will
stress Smith's accomplishments, dedication to the students and sense of humor.
"HAZEL HAD a unique ability
to care for anybody," Bean said.
"She was the guiding force of
the Commuter Center. They
wanted to move her office to the
Administration Building and she

said 'Why?' Hazel just wanted to
be around the kids."
Mary Edmonds, vice president for student affairs, will also
speak at the service.
"She went to bat for the offcampus and commuter students
in all areas," Edmonds said.
"When it snowed she would be
on the phone all day helping the
kids. We now have a snow policy
for commuters that she was
instrumental in developing."
Rob Gilson, a former facilities
coordinator for COCO, said he
remembered his first meeting
with Smith.
"We clicked from the beginning," he said.
This caring manner also
showed in other ways. Smith
referred to the commuter students as "her kids," and many
in turn called her "Mom Smith/'
Al Swartz, a sophomore commuter student, remembers the
first time he was at COCO during pre-registration. He said he
thought of Smith as an "aunt or
grandmotherly figure."
EDMONDS SAID the OffCampus Student Center might
be named after Smith. But she
said in order to name a building
or room after someone, the person must be deceased a year.
Smith made a great impression on the commuter students,
but she also left a lasting impact
with her fellow administrators.
"Hazel was a very, very
cheerful person," Edmonds
said. "Whenever you saw her
you'd have to smile."

Editorial
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Hazel and 'her kids'
You don't fully realize how much someone means
to you until you lose that person.
These sentiments cartainly apply to the late
Hazel Smith, founder of the Commuter Off-Campus
Organization and the Off-Campus Student Center.
For 18 years, her care and hard work provided a
homelike atmosphere in the basement of Moseley
Hall for students who didn't have cozy dorm rooms
to which they could retreat between classes.
Before Smith began her efforts to provide for
their welfare, commuter students studied in their
cars or in the Promenade Lounge of the Union.
Smith, ever-sensitive to the needs of students,
whom she called "her kids." equipped the OffCampus Student Center with such amenities as
lockers, lounge furniture, vending machines, a
microwave, computers and typewriters. She
helped institute a snow policy to ease student
winterdriving worries.
To those students who knew her and referred to
her affectionately as "Mom Smith," she was not
only a generous director of a much needed campus
service, but a good friend as well. She provided the
semblance of a surrogate mother that many students away from home needed, whether they realized it or not.
Hazel Smith certainly deserves to be remembered with honor for all she gave to the commuter
students of the University, both in material comforts and caring kindness.
We hope that those students whose lives she
touched will take the time to honor her at her
memorial service today at Prout Chapel. It would
be a fitting tribute to one who gave so much of
herself from those who she cared so much about.
And we agree with Mary Edmonds, vice president for student affairs, when she says that the
center which Hazel Smith started and nurtured
should bear her name.

Here's to a Harvard man
by Mike Royko
Harvard is celebrating its
350th year, and many newspapers and magazines are doing
stories about its distinguished
history and the great Americans
who studied there. Young men
who would become presidents,
senators, scholars, and giants of
finance, law and literature.
All of this has brought back
memories of the first Harvard
man I ever met.
I was about 25 at the time, and
working as editor of the midnight shift at a local news service in Chicago.
One day the boss hired a new
reporter fresh out of Harvard.
Although he was inexperienced,
he had a quality the boss admired - a wealthy and socially
prominent father.
Most of us were intrigued by
having someone from that
school in our midst, since the
closest we had been to Harvard
was when we covered a fire at
63rd and Harvard.
After a few weeks on days,
tagging along with experienced
reporters to learn some fundamentals, Charles was assigned
to my shift to fill in for a police
reporter who was on vacation.
At our first meeting, I was
impressed. He wore a genuine
Brooks Brothers suit with a vest.
Most underpaid young reporters
looked like they shopped at
Goodwill outlets.
Charles turned out to be a
pleasant young man, stout and
prematurely balding, with a jovial manner and a tendency to
refer to people as "chaps." And
he assured me that he could
handle any news assignment. I

think he said it would be a "cup
of tea."
Tne second night he was on
my shift, midnight came but
Charles didn't. At 1 a.m.. he
wasn't there. At 2 a.m., still no
Charles.
Then the city desk phone rang
and the absent Charles
cheerfully said: "The most unusual thing has happened."
Yes, you're about three hours
late for work.
"Right. You see, I went to my
club for a late dinner."
That In itself was unusual.
Most young reporters carried
late dinners in a brown bag.
"So. after dinner," Charles
explained, "I went into one of
the reading rooms and ordered a
brandy and was sitting in a chair
reading a paper.
"I must have dropped off to
sleep, and when I awoke the
place was closed. Everything
was dark. And I had to find the
night watchman to let me out.
"You know, the evening manager of my club is a complete
idiot for failing to notice me
sleeping in that chair."
A complete idiot, I agreed.
"Well, I didn't want you to be
concerned. Ill be along in a
while."
I thanked him for easing my
worries.
A few days later, Charles was
assigned to spend the night at
police headquarters.

At about 3 a.m., I received a
phone call from a detective, who
asked me if Charles was one of
our reporters.
When I admitted to this fact,
the detective said: "We have
him in custody."
For what?
"Suspicion of auto theft."
What? Charles, our Harvard
man, a car thief? There must be
a mistake.
I sent another reporter to police headquarters to find out
what had happened.
It turned out that the detective, who specialized In auto
theft, had noticed an expensive
new sports car illegally parked
in front of police headquarters.
The color and model jogged
his memory. He checked the
license plate against his current
hot sheet. Sure enough, the car
had been stolen the previous
day.
He looked at the windshield
and saw a press parking card
with Charles' name on it.
He went to the press room and
asked if Charles was around.
"Pleased to meet you," said
Charles, giving the detective a
firm handshake.
"You're under arrest," said
the cop.
Fortunately, Charles had an
explanation. It was, he said, a
perfectly understandable mis-

So, wherever he is, I offer him
a distant toast on the 350th birthday of his alma mater and to all
of its distinguished alumni.
And after he has the drink, I
hope the manager of the club
wakes Charles up.

It seemed that Charles' father
rented a fleet of those sports

Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

cars for his wife, children and
himself.
Charles' car had started making a pinging sound. So Charles
took it to the dealer who provided the cars and told a mechanic to tune it up.
"Then," Charles said, "I took
another car as a loaner."
Did you tell them that you
were taking it?
"I don't think so. I assumed
they'd know that I needed a
replacement and took one. Can
you imagine? The idiots reported it stolen."
Complete idiots, I agreed.
A few days later, Charles left
my shift, and within weeks, resigned his job. On his last day,
he gave me a firm handshake
and said: "This has been fun,
but I've decided on law school."
Harvard again? I asked.
"Yes," he said.
Good choice.
That was the last I saw of
Charles. But I later heard that
he had joined a respectable law
firm that had many respectable
clients.

Become responsible
by Tim Snook
The other day I received in the
mail a letter from the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS)
asking for support for their campaign. Enclosed was a questionnaire, a pamphlet concerning
verification of arms control
agreements, literature explaining their fight against the proposed Strategic Defense
Initiative, and (naturally) a donation form for anywhere from
$20 to $500.
The informaton was startling.
Unfortunately, $20 (or any
amount) is more than most married, full-time college folks can
swing. So I thought I would write
this essay to make up for my
financial shortcomings. (Note:
the facts come directly from the
UCS's letter, dated September
1966; the opinions and questions,
from my head)
The Strategic Defense Initiative, or Star Wars, could cost a
trillion dollars. A scientific poll
conducted by the Peter Hart
organization found that 16 percent of America's physicists felt
Star Wars could protect us from
nuclear attack. Star Wars is the
most technologically complex
project ever attempted by mankind. Computer programs, if
they could be devised, would run
a system that would have only 40
seconds to decide whether to fire
weapons. These systems would
have to be placed in low, highly
vulnerable orbital paths, opening the way for a whole new
generation of space-based weapons. Star Wars could deal only
with intercontinental missiles,
leaving the nation vulnerable to
nuclear attack from bombers,
submarines, cruise missilesand

small nuclear devices smuggled
across the border.
But the most disturbing fact is
that Star Wars would consist of
computer-controlled weaponry
of fantastic complexity. And the
tragedies of Challenger and
Chernobyl have shown us once
again the cold quirkiness of our
imperfect world.
President Reagan has promised that Star Wars would make
nuclear weapons "impotent and
obsolete." A brief scan through
the history of warfare clearly
shows us that mankind has produced a long line of increasingly
efficient weapons, whether they
be labeled "defensive" or "offensive." Star Wars might possibly make nuclear weapons
ineffective. But would that not
open the door for a new "arms
race"? And can we really believe that that race would confine itself to the earth's outer
atmosphere? Men, not machines, crave power.
These are but a few of the
issues raised in the letter. And
always the question arises as to
the alternatives to funding such
a "nuclear-free shield."
The UCS thinks the answer
lies in verifiable arms control
treaties. Although much information is classified, it is generally accepted that we have
within our means, through satellites and the like, to effectively
monitor Soviet military and scientific installations. Further,
such cooperative measures as
permanent, unmanned detection
devices could be installed on
both sides to insure confidence
regarding nuclear testing.
Counting rules and type rules
specified within treaties would
eliminate confusion and discrepancies between the two arsenals.
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But most importantly, the UCS
points out, is the misconception
that 100 percent verification is
the only feasible method of insuring compliance with treaties.
The UCS firmly admits that 100
percent verification is impossible. But if the search continues
for "improved verification and
tighter formulations of obligations under arms control
agreements, we should be able
to strike a reasonable balance
between the risks of potential
noncompliance with a carefully
verified agreement and the risks
of uncontrolled competition
without such an agreement."
The UCS has set up communication with the Soviets and
with the citizens of our nation as
its main priority. The union has
mounted an effective lobbying
organization and is involved in a
number of public education projects. In just the next two
months it will publish two books
concerning Star Wars and on
Nov. 15 will take part in a global
video hookup involving over
2,000 scientists in a discussion of
future superpower military policy.
But just as importantly it
urges the public to educate itself
on this toe most crucial issue
facing our future. The more we
know, the more capable we are
of making rational decisions
about our future.
It has been a long time since
the student sector ot the population flexed its political muscles.
I believe we, as one of the first
generations of mankind to have
been raised under the ominous
threat of nuclear war. should
take responsiblity to inform not
only ourselves but others as well
of the possibilities of our future.
Snook, a student doing postgraduate work in journalism, is
from Willard.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should
be typewritten, doublespaced, and signed. Address
or OCMB number, and telephone number, must be included.
Columns should also be
typewritten and doubledspaced. University students
writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
Ubelous. All submission are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
Hie BO News
Zl| West Hall
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Leash not an answer
to rambunctious tots
by Scott Munn
The plight of the poor creature attracted my
sympathy and elicited my wonder. Somewhere on
the level of instinct for humane treatment my
hackles were raised.
He was eagerly straining on his leash, couldn't
have been more than a few years old. Occasionally he would lie quietly, waiting for his master. I
foozled over the need for a constraint; he didn't
ook as if he would bite, though I suppose you can
never tell.
Sure, he was excited and no doubt rambunctious, but it didn't look as if he would even attempt
to pad up to lick your hand. Healthy, bright-eyed
and tugged into obedience. The wild spirit in the
process of being tamed.
I was in line, sharing my patience with a few
hundred others. Some looked at the pair and
looked away, disgusted. Some looked with amusement in their eyes, though they were a minority.
Many ignored tne new addition to the line, because
leashes are a normal-enough sight. On dogs.
Perhaps on cats (that we have a cat leash-law
testifies to the silly seriousness Bowling Green
prides Itself on). Even, like today, on kids.
That the little boy, a human being,shou\d be
tethered raised comments from those onlookers
offended enough to be vocal.
"Someone should call the S.P.C.A."
"I wonder if she's taught him to heel."
"Here Rover, here boy."
Or just "Poor Ud."
The boy himself didn't look too terribly upset.
Not old enough to see his situation as anything but
normal, he might've even felt lucky to have a
mother with such a keen sense of the Ironic; one's
never too old for the umbilical cord.
And the mother didn't look like the wife of Attila
the Hun, either. She looked slightly frazzled, as
young mothers will. She also looked used to such
stares.
She was headed for the end of the line, to wait
with us, and apparently didn't want her little one
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to be causing trouble among the forest of knees. In
her own way, she was trying to be considerate.
She was trying to be In control of the situation.
I've seen such things before. In New York City,
where the cab drivers should be put on leashes,
such a practice is slightly understandable. In a
city where red lights may as well be green - to
save eyestraln, a rope on a kid is a small price to
pay for a kid who will live to reach puberty. But even In that context they're rare; 99 percent of the
youngsters manage to get by without them. Less
than a dozen human puppies have crossed my
path since my first sighting astonished me.
Every time I've seen a determined mother
keeping a determined grip on a harness to a
determined little trailblazer, the comments of
disgust far overshadowed any semblence of pity
for the mother. She pays her price joylessly, if
secure in the forced security of tier charge.
Indeed, one might well argue for the mother.
Having endured nine months of mercilessly expanding waistlines, the subsequent labor, 4 a.m.
feedings and the toy of diapers which is the
rompanlon volume to the joy of sex, she deserves
all the help she can get. She has earned a little
control.
Some may further argue that child leashes,
though an eyesore, are sometimes necessary to
curb the wanderings of hyperactively energized
(Mary Lou Retton was just bom to be put on a
leash) headed-for-disaster brutes. Many claim
that they have their place, next to play-pens and I
those pint-sized fences which often guard the;
childhood environment from stairwells and porch:
fall-offs.
But the best arguments In the world fail to:
convince me. Sure, I may help somebody have a:
child someday and sure, perhaps only then will I:
truly understand.
I cant shake the impression, though, that the ]
child leashes weren't meant to harness chil-;
dren.they were meant, instead, to harness an;
annoyance. A child-sized annoyance.
Munn, is a a freshman creative-writing major:
from Tiffin.
i

by Berke Breathed

Local
Stolen car
recovered
in Toledo
A car stolen from the parking lot of St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1509 E. Wooster St.,
early Sunday was recovered
later that afternoon in Toledo,
Bowling Green police said.
The red 1977 Pontiac Bonneville sedan, belonging to
James Fisher, of Mt. Gilead,
was ordered towed by Toledo
police as an abandoned vehicle from the corner of Nebraska Avenue and Parkside
Drive in Toledo.
Fisher's car was found near
the address listed on the registration of an abandoned
Chevrolet Impala, which was
found Sunday by city police in
the parking lot of the Mid-Am
Bank, 1480 E. Wooster St.,
police said.
The steering column on
Fisher's car was damaged
when the ignition was hotwired, police said.
Cassette tapes and a
"Peaches" carrying crate
found in the Impala were
identified by Fisher as being
his, police said.
No charges had been filed
as of yesterday, Betty Montgomery, Wood County prosecutor, said.
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Legal service available to students
by Patrick Murphy
reporter
Students seeking legal advice
who can't afford to hire an attorney can turn to a unique service
at the University for help.
Student Legal Services is beginning its third year at the
University this semester and is
the first legal service of its kind
to be offered at a state-supported university in Ohio,
according to first-year SLS
board chairman, Jason Gray.
"The main goal of SLS is to
promote the education of students and let them know about
their (legal) rights and responsibilities^ Gray said.
SLS is currently under the
guidance of campus attorney
Barbra Fabrey.
To receive assistance from
SLS, a student must pay a $2 fee
through the Bursar's office. The
fee is automatically charged to
all full-time students' accounts.
Although it may be waived upon
request by the student, a majority of the students - 90 percent
last year - participate in the
program, Gray said.
SLS PROVIDES a variety of
services, including legal counseling, educational programs,
seminars and court representations.
"Currently, there are 75
continuing cases, but whatever
the case load, 111 be able to

GO NG 0U* OP BUSINESS AUCTiON

The Il'nd Time Around Previously Owned Furniture Store
12:31 P.M.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14,1986
12:30 P.M.
LOCATION: 740 North Enterprise St., Bowling Green, Ohio
FURNITURE; COLLECTIBLES; PATIO FURNITURE; APPLIANCES;
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS; MOTORCYCLE; HORSE TRAILER; ITEMS
FROM THE BARN.
TERMS: Cash day of auction, no goods removed until settled for.
Sales tax will be collected.
OWNER: Carlene Sader Phone: 419/353-7814
AUCTIONEER: N. Keith Bradley, C.A.I.
Phone: 419/352-3268 TOLL FREE l-SOO-228-7510
Food Available. Not Responsible for Accidents or Lou.

devote my time to them," she
said.
According to Fabrey, the
more common cases thus far
this year have been DUI cases,
petty theft and disorderly conduct.
Although students are covered
in almost all legal matters,
there are two instances in which
students are not covered. SLS
will not represent a student in a
case against another student or
in a case between a student and
the University, Fabrey said.
"Since we represent all students that have signed up for the
program, it would be a conflict
of interest to represent one student versus another," she said.
Fabrey has been practicing
law for the past six and a half
years. She worked as city prosecutor in Lima for four and a
half years and spent two years
at a private law firm.
HELPING TO make decisions
for SLS is the Student Legal
Services Board, which consists
of 10 student representatives
selected from various campus
organizations.The SLS board
helped the Board of Trustees
select Fabrey.
"The SLS board is in charge of
monitoring and running the program," Gray said."we generally oversee the operation and
make recommendations for the
program."
In the three years the service
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Barbara Fabrey
has existed, three different attorneys have been selected to
head the program. But Gray
maintains that this has not affected its credibility.

arise last year, SLS was able to
learn a great deal from these
problems and make the necessary corrections to make the
program stronger," he said.

position.
Fabrey said that she does not
share the same view of the position as Scott did and hopes to
stay involved with the program.

"The program has been very
effective. The first attorney left
for a better offer in his hometown, and although problems did

The second attorney, Sandra
Scott, resigned at the close of
spring semester due to an apparent dissatisfaction with the

"I FEEL that there is a need
for continuity. I am willing to
stay as long as I am beneficial to
the program," she said.
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Because Jesus still changes lives...

MARK'S PIZZA

I

Large 1 Item Pizza $5.95

I
1.

free delivery
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

TONIGHT 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union

Beit Value
/Jeit Selection
C ompare
USefore uou ouu

• 2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
• Very close to campus
• 9 & 12 month leases
• Available now!
328 S. Main

i

Contact Lenses &
Fashion Eyewear
Rx's Filled or Replaced

805 Thurstin Ave.

Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.

I

Sue's Optical

NEW LISTING!

Fellowship of
Christian Students

II

CALL352-EYES
Licensed Dispensing Optician

725 Haskins Rd.
FAIRWOOD BUILDING
'If I /• C MtftMaa1

352-5620

9-6 M-F

9-12 SAT

Promote Bowling Green Committee and Bowling Green Roadrunner Sponsored

The most
demanding,
challenging;
enlightening,
rigprpus,
satisfying,
difficult,
rewarding,
motivating and
excitingcourse
you can take
in college.

8th ANNUAL
BOWLING GREEN CLASSIC
5K&10K ROAD RACE
Sunday, September 21,1986 - 9 a.m.
Bowling Green City Park
ENTRY FEE:

$6.00 with Souvenir Visor and Towel. (Non-Retundable| $7.00 Race Day

AWARDS:

25% deep {out at least 5) in the following categories:
10 and under
40-49
11-19
50-59
20-29
60 and over
30-39

RUNNING SHOES TO FIRST PLACE MALE A FEMALE FINISHERS IN EACH RACE
COMPLIMENTS OF THE FALCON HOUSE
RACE FEATURES:

• Advance Start tor Women (5 mm -5K. 10 mm -10K)front runners finish together
• Your finish recorded on video tape
• Ice. fruit cold water at finish; two water stops

PBOMQTE

bowling
gREETI
coaawntf

• Electronic timer, overhead clock, mile splits, precise distances
• Babysitting available
• Race run rain or shine
• Shower (acuities available at City Park
• Held in conjunction with BG. Community Days
• Chicken Barbeoue. Music. Arts & Crafts, and much more
• Race directors: Mark Hayes. 352-5237
Kns Shank, 353-4415

ENTRY FORM |En»y tor™ HUMM at Chernov ot Commerce. Falcon HOUM. « Area Sanaa)
MM ma Wm wan crack or money order
BOWLING GREEN ROAD RACE
c/o Mark Hayes. 122 S Coaaga Dt
*» » 001 non- Wunoaowi payable to:
Bowkng Green. Oho 43402
RACE DAY AGE:.
STATE

-Z»»-

s«.

:JM:;F

RACE DSK QI0K

Sign up for Military Science 101. For more Information,
contact Captain Dave Wolf at 372-2476.
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SIGNATURE:
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BABYSITTING DESIRED? DYaa ONo
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Library, bookstores
victimized by thefts
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

The Jerome Library saw
518 books stolen last year. At
an average value of $25 a
book, that?s $20,950 worth of
stolen property.
"We nave a big problem at
the end of the semester when
students have papers due,"
Mary Beth Zachary, circulation services coordinator,
said. "Many times people
tear out chapters and pages
from periodicals and books."
She said vandalism hurts
the library resources more
than stealing books from the
library, because the library's
alarms can stop an unauthorized book from leaving the
library, but a few pages are
harder to detect.
Alarms sound at the library
at least 30 times a day.
Repeat offenders are referred to Standards and Procedures, Zachary said. She
said her staff keeps a record
to check for second offenses.
Coleen Parmer, library associate at the Math Science
Library, said she hasn't noticed any significant amount
of theft.
SHE SAID the Math Science Library security system
is effective in deterring the
theft of paperbacks and mag-

azines as well as hardbound
books. Parmer credits this to
magnetic tape placed on random pages of periodicals or
paperback books.
Book theft also occurs at
the University and area
bookstores.
Steve Donnelly, manager of
the Student Book Exchange,
said he has experienced no
major problems so far this
year. He said he encountered
!
'a few isolated incidents"
last year.
Paul Purdy, manager of
Bee-Gee Bookstore, said,
"I'm sure a lot of stuff has
gone out of here, but I'm not
sure how much."
He said students have
money to buy the things they
want at the beginning of the
year, but they soon run out.
John Buckenmyer, director
of the University Bookstore,
said he and his staff try to be
aware of people trying to
shoplift.
BOOKSTORE SHOPPERS
are greeted at the entrance
and made aware of staff presence, he said.
Buckenmyer said students
shoplift many items from
pencils to textbooks and
clothes. He said items stolen
vary from season to season.

Main Street Bar closes for good
by Greg Connel
staff reporter

Every year since 1964 University students
have seen the Main Street Bar, 117 N. Main
St., close for the summer on April 31, but
this time the doors are closed for good.
Club owner Robert Beers said he closed
the bar because his night manager, Steve
Fuller, decided to buy a place of his own.
Fuller now owns Bowties, a Toledo club he
purchased in March.
"I just couldn't find anyone of Steve's
caliber to replace him," Beers said.
The building that housed Main Street is
owned by Emile Petti, a 1956 University
graduate, who bought it in 1957. He opened
Petti's Pizzeria, Bowling Green's first pizza
parlor, which later became the city's first
Italian restaurant.
Petti sold the business, but not the build-

ing, to his manager Vern Jeffries, in 1976.
Jeffries converted the site to Alpine Village, a German restaurant, which Petti said
seemed to do well at first, but then lost
business until finally Robert Beers bought it
out of bankruptcy in 1980.
Beers, a Michigan native who moved to
Bowling Green in 1965, renovated the interior ana opened a country-western bar, the
Long Branch Saloon.
"THE URBAN-COWBOY fad seemed popular with college students then, but the Long
Branch never quite took off," Beers said. In
August 1963, the Long Branch changed its
name to Main Street.
Main Street opened its doors to 18-yearolds in 1985 because of an Increase in offcampus parties, Beers said. He said he
hoped giving 18-year-olds a place to dance
and to spend time with their older friends,
would increase profits.

"Though, we did see a large influx of 18year-olds (every year) from August until
December. After that the numbers went
way down, and the problems with underage
students drinking went way up," Beers said.
Main Street went back to a 19-and-over
policy just after Jan. 1, but Beers said the
business they lost as a result was not a
factor in the decision to close.
Petti said he hopes to lease the building as
a restaurant. He said he does not consider
competition from Sundance, Trade Winds
and Kaufman's a problem.
"Restaurants have always done well
there, and besides, more competition will
make all the restaurants work that much
harder, "he said.
He also said he felt an Italian restaurant
may do well there.
"We have pizza places but no real Italian
restaurants. I know it worked well for me,"
he said.

Slater seeks 'team effort' in USG
between the cabinet and assembly in past administrations because the cabinet was not
objective on issues and had a
Strengthening the relationship
biased opinion towards the asbetween the Undergraduate Stusembly.
dent Government cabinet and
To strengthen the bond beSeneral assembly is one of
tween the two bodies, he said
iSG's major goals this semesKisitions such as the coordinater, Vice-President Jeff Slater
rs of student welfare and of
said Monday night.
academic
affairs would continue
"I see my position as helping
to
be represented on the cabinet
to form a bond between cabinet
as well as in the assembly.
and assembly," said Slater, se"This will extend this working
nior management information
ability. They will be able to
systems major. "I see my role
tackle more jobs since they will
more as working towards that
have each other to lean upon,"
team effort - the cohesiveness
Slater said. He will work with
of USG."
the chief legislative officer, an
He said that dissension existed
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

elected position with USG, to
coordinate these positions.
Slater will also work outside of
USG by trying to open a studentrun bookstore between the fall
and spring semesters.
WORKING WITH Barry
Wurgler, student welfare coordinator, Slater said the USG sponsored book-buy-back system will
operate one of three ways:
•The store would take in books
and give receipts to students
bringing in books. A student
wanting to buy a particular book
would get the seller's telephone
number from a list of books and
would pay the price for the book

set by the seller.
•The store would buy books
from students and sen them
back at the same price.
•The store would buy directly
from the publishing companies.
Slater said the third process
might conflict with the university Bookstore and other area
bookstores, since they also buy
directly from the publishers.
Although USG would not make
a profit, Slater said it would be a
way to get the bookstores to
either lower their book prices or
raise the amounts they pay to
buy books back.
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THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID
AND STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
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WILL BE CLOSED ON
THURSDAYS

CRUCIAL
DBC

BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 11
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
NO TELEPHONE CALLS OR WALK-INS
WILL BE RESPONDED TO ON THURSDAYS
IN ORDER TO PROCESS THE PAPERWORK
CAUSED BY FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
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The name says it all.

BRAKES

$5900
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$1.00 $1.80
$1.20 $2.30
5% s/s
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Also sold in 10-packs

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.

(Behind Dexter's)
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7:30-10:00
7:30-6:00
9:00-6:00
12:00-8:00
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FREE BRAKE
INSPECTION

TAKE IT TO MIDAS
TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

BOWLING GREEN

$8988
One day service for most prescriptions.
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W9 wH IIIWR your Ktooey.

(next to McDonald's
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352-4806

354-3977

Hydron soft contact lenses *md a
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SAT: 8:00am-2:00pm
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urlington optical
Toledo
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Leftist magazine editor (ASSOCIATED SOUND
By The Tracks Off Lehman Ave.
killed by Chilean 'police*
In The Railview Building. Just 1 Vi
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - An editor of an opposition magazine banned under the new state of
siege was lulled after armed men who identified
themselves as police took him from his home, the
journalist's relatives said yesterday.
Police, however, denied they had arrested Jose
Carrasco, whose body was found Monday night
outside a suburban Santiago cemetery. He had
been shot in the head.
The authorities arrested dissidents and raided
leftist strongholds after a Sunday night assassination attempt against President Augusto Pinochet.
Pinochet escaped with only an injury to one hand,
but five of his bodyguards were killed. His government declared a state of siege.
Gen. Pinochet attended the bodyguards' funeral
Cterday before heading to a rally staged in his
or.
Police reported they were holding 16 opposition
activists and three French priests picked up under
a nationwide state of siege decreed after Sunday's
guerrilla ambush on Gen. Pinochet's motorcade.
TWO ESCORT cars destroyed in the rocket and
grenade attack were put on display outside the
presidential palace along Santiago's main boulevard, site of Ihe pro-Pinochet rally.
Hundreds of uniformed and plainclothed policemen searched buildings in the downtown area

and halted traffic two hours before the rally was to
start.
Pinochet, who seized power in a military coup 13
Sears ago Thursday, scheduled the demonstration
i support his candidacy for another eight years in
office, starting in 1969.
Earlier, the 70-year-old army commander sat in
uniform with members of his government and the
diplomatic corps at a funeral Mass for the five
police and army escorts killed in the ambush
outside Santiago. Officials have blamed leftist
guerrillas for the attack.
The U.S. charge d'affaires, George Jones, attended the Roman Catholic Mass. Government
officials said a wide dragnet for the 12 to 15 wouldbe assassins had turned up no suspects.
However, the government announced it was
holding 16 leftist leaders of political parties,
university student associations, slum organizations and human rights groups.

Blocks South of East Wooster.

maxell
Back-To-School
Special

£B#B

Credit Card Size Calculator (by mail)
maxBiUaa©®

THE MOST prominent among the prisoners was
Pascual Barraza, the Communist former minister
of public works in the elected government of
President Salvador Allende ousted by Pinochet.
Relatives of Carrasco, a former political exile
who worked for the leftist news magazine Analysis, said he was taken from his home early
Monday by gunmen claiming to be police.

when you purchase

8 UR 90 min.
or 6 UDS 90 min.
cassettes

Week promotes baby safety
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal regulators, industry officials and medical experts
launched Baby Safety Week yesterday by stressing that the ultimate responsibility for safe
infants rests with parents.
Safety standards are fine, but
preventing childhood injuries
ultimately comes down to parents using common sense, said
Dr. Martin Eichelberger of Children's Hospital National Medical Center here.

The event was co-sponsored
by the commission and the Juvenile Products Manufacturers
Association, a group that represents the makers of playpens,
strollers, cribs and similar products.
The most common cause of
death for small children is accidents, said Eichelberger, who
directs the Emergency Medical
Trauma Service at Children's
Hospital.

highchairs, strollers and carriages.
Standards for baby walkers
should be in effect by the end of
this year, and for baby gates in
by the end of next year, MacMillan said.
Scanlon of the safety commission said a particular hazard is
posed by hand-me-down and antique baby products manufactured before current safety
standards took effect.

VOLUNTARY SAFETY standards for many children's products were stressed by William
MacMillan, executive director
of the Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association.

The aim of Baby Safety Week
is "to emphasize to parents and
expectant parents the need for
increasing their awareness of
product safety by careful selection, use and maintenance of
nursery equipment," said Terrence Scanlon, chairman of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission.
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Another commission member,
Carol Dawson, said highchairs
pose potential hazards to infants. She said tots should not be
placed in them near walls or
counters, because of the danger
of the child pushing against the
surface ana tipping over. The
chairs also need good restraining belts, she said.

He urged parents to look for
"JPMA Certified" labels on
such products, noting that the
standards cover play yards,
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S. African rebels
hanged in bombing
of shopping center
JOHANNESBURG. South
Africa (AP) - Three black insurgents, including a 19-yearold convicted in a bombing
that killed five whites, were
hanged yesterday after refusing to seek clemency.
U.S. civil rights leader Coretta Scott King, meanwhile,
canceled a meeting with
President P.W. Botha at the
last minute. She announced
her decision a day after leading anti-apartheid activists
said they would not see her if
she met with Botha.
The execution of the rebels,
members of the outlawed African National Congress
guerrilla group, caused little
public outcry. Previous executions of ANC members
prompted worldwide condemnation and appeals for clemency.
The three - Sibusiso Andrew Zondo, Simho Bridget
Xulu and Clarence Lucky
Payi - were hanged at Pretoria Central Prison at 7 a.m.,
Supreme Court Registrar
Martin van der Westnuizen
said.
He said three other convicted murderers also were
executed. South Africa executes about 100 people a year,

most of them convicted murderers.
THE SOWETAN, a Johannesburg newspaper for black
readers, quoted relatives and
defense attorneys as saying
the condemned men did not
want a last-minute appeal to
delay the executions.
They were in good spirits
and singing freedom songs on
the eve of their executions,
the lawyers were quoted as
saying.
They told us not to worry
because they were dying for
their own people," the Sowetan quoted one relative as
saying.
Zondo's lawyer, Bheki
Shezi, said his client's final
message was that "the revolutionary loves his life but
knows that life is not the end
itself." Zondo was 19.
About 40 people turned out
for a memorial service for the
three in a Johannesburg chapel. The Rev. Sol Jacobs said
Zondo, Xulu and Payi "have
S'ven their lives in the fight
r freedom in our land. They
died in the belief that they
were working for the liberation of their neighbor."
Zondo was convicted in
April in the Dec. 23 bombing
of a shopping center.

AAeadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year

Efficiency

Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat,
shared electric

$200 / mo.
Landlord pays gas,
shared electric

Two bdrm. furnished

Two bdrm. unfurnished

$270.00
plus gas & electric

Seniority battle stalls Jeep plant
Toledo workers threaten procedural changes over Wisconson transfers
TOLEDO (AP) - An arbitrator has decided to uphold American Motors Corp.'s
E' on in a seniority dispute at the Jeep
plant here, prompting United Auto
era officials to threaten a change in the
grievance procedure.
The Toledo Blade reported yesterday that
an arbitrator had ruled against the UAW in
a dispute over the seniority of workers from
Wisconsin who had transferred to Jeep
Corp. in Toledo.
AMC, Jeep's parent company, contended
that a UAW contract clause gave seniority
to workers from Kenosha and Milwaukee
during a layoff. As a result, about 530 people
who were hired at Jeep after being laid off
by AMC in Wisconsin were allowed to claim
May 19,1982, as the date they began working
in Toledo, even though none began their jobs
there until late 1984. In the event of layoffs in
Toledo, those workers gained an immediate

Wilson was not in his office yesterday
when The Associated Press attempted to
reach him for comment.
In bis ruling, Glendon said corporate
seniority went into effect in 1982 at Local 12,
Local 75 in Milwaukee and Local 72 in
Kenosha. He said it would take action by all
three locals to discontinue the policy.
Jeep officials praised the ruling.
"WE ARE pleased with the ruling and are
pleased that the policy of corporate seniority was upheld, said Jan Skunda, Jeep
spokeswoman.
Rudy Kuzel, president of Local 72, said
some union workers in Toledo never accepted the transferred workers.
'Now that the arbitrator has put that
argument to rest, maybe (Local 12 leaders)
can get down to the job of representing their
workers, including the ones from Wisconsin," Kuzel said.

Spy charges strain G.S.-Moscow relations
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviets' detention of American
journalist Nicholas Daniloff "is
a matter of increasing concern"
to President Reagan as diplomatic efforts to win his release
continue with no apparent success, the White House said yesterday.
A day after Reagan publicly
rounced Daniloff innocent of
espionage charges lodged
against him and warned Moscow that holding him prisoner
threatens U.S.-Soviet relations,
presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes refused to discuss what
further steps the administration
is considering, except to say
"there are some."
Reagan and Secretary of State
George Shultz briefed congressional leaders on the case but
pledged these lawmakers not to
divulge what retaliatory moves
the administration in consid
On sate at tCmk&s:

9 KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
$1.00 $1.20
IV. d s
$1.80 $2.30

$265.00
plus gas & electric

5'4»»

Vimicro di
Also sold in 10-packs

All residents have the privilege of using
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at
8* and High St.

352-1195

three years seniority advantage over those
hired at Jeep after May 1982.
UAW Local 12 in Toledo argued that the
clause went out of effect in 1985, when a
contract between AMC and the local expired.
ARBITRATOR Paul Glendon of Ann Arbor ruled in favor of the company's interpretation. His ruling is binding and provides no
recourse under the contract.
Danny Wilson, president of the Jeep Unit
of Local 12 and former UAW unit chairman
who led the fight against corporate seniority, told The Blade that the decision
would affect the union's willingness to submit to binding arbitration in the future.
"We're going to have to prepare for that
right now. and (Jeep officials) can expect
that in the next contract negotiations,"
Wilson told Hie Blade. "We have no other
choice in view of the way many arbitration
decisions have been going lately."

kinkcs
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

214 Napoleon Rd.

erine.
British Foreign Secretary Geoffrey Howe, talking to reporters at Dulles International
Airport in suburban Virginia as
he prepared for a flight home,
said the Daniloff case "...
casts a very great shadow over
Soviet good faith, a matter
which must be of great concern
to us. It's a kind of moral Chernobyl, which risks poisoning the
whole field of East-West relations. It is very important that
the Soviet Union should take
action to prevent that happening."
ADMINISTRATION
SOURCES, speaking on condition they not be identified, have
said the United States may bee expelling Soviets attached to
United Nations a few at a
time until Daniloff is freed.
In New York, meanwhile, a
federal grand jury indicted Gennadiy Zakharov, a Soviet physicist employed by the United
Nations, on charges he tried to
buy U.S. military secrets for the
Soviet Union.
The administration has suggested that Daniloff, the Mos-
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cow correspondent for U.S.
News & World Report, was
framed by Soviet secret police in
a scheme to exchange nim for
Zakharov. who was arrested in a
New York subway station on
Aug. 23. Daniloff was arrested in
Moscow one week later.
In an independent action. The
Associated Press board of directors, made up of newspaper publishers and executives of the
world's largest news-gathering
organization, canceled a scheduled visit to the Soviet Union
later this month, calling Daniloff 's arrest unjustified and demanding his immediate release.
Expressing regret at the loss
of an opportunity to strengthen
understanding of the Soviet
Union, the board said, "We can
take no other action in view of
the imprisonment of a journalistic colleague by the Soviet government."

cancellation of the trip by the
AP directors.
The AP board suggested the
visit earlier this year, and Tass
had invited the board delegation
to Moscow and Leningrad. The
eight-day visit was to have
started in Moscow on Sept. 20.
While refusing comment on
what steps the administration
may take if Daniloff is not released, Speakes said several
meetings with Soviet officials in
preparation for an eventual
U.S.-Soviet summit remain on
the schedule, including talks
here Sept. 19 and 20 between
Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., speaking to reporters after the congressional
leaders' meeting with Reagan,
said that both the president and
Shultz made it clear that the
United States will not trade Daniloff for Zakharov.

AP BOARD Chairman Frank
Batten, chairman of Landmark
Communications Inc. of Norfolk, Va., cabled Serge Losev,
director general of the Soviet
news agency Tass, with notice of

LATER YESTERDAY, the
Senate, condemning Daniloffs
arrest on "trumped up
charges," voted 93 to 0 to demand that the Soviet Union immediately release him.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR NEW
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INITIATES!!
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GAMMA PHI BETA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS
1986 PLEDGE CLASS
Michelle Andrews
Sherri Bielanski
Colleen Boldt
Sue Brown
^
Josie Calanni
Lyric Centa
Heather Chase
Kelley Danneman
Debbie Dargo
Linda Elegante
Jodie Errett
Beth Estridge
Kim Farnstrom
Renee Hess
Lisa Hughes
Elizabeth Jaeger
Kelley Keane
Johanna Kitt

Jennifer Kuhn
Christy Luneke
Gena Martin
Dianne Milian
Elizabeth Morris
Stacie Palek
Beth Prevish
Andrea Sberna
Julie Sobel
Krista Spanninger
Kristine Studer
Kathleen Sullivan
Joanna Sweebe
Lori Tunstall
Suzy VanBuren
Mary Ellen Wetzler
Shelly Workman
Dawn Zurek
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Mindy MChesney

Katie Carter

Tricia Passante

Cathy Drake

Andra Sand
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Tammi Gilliland

Stacey Steinman

Jolene Luizzo

Angie Walker
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Kids cope
in divorce
SANDUSKY (AP)-Youngsters shout "It's not my fault" in
an Erie County Domestic Relations Court program designed to
help children cope with their
parents' divorce.
North Coast Youth Services
developed the program three
Cears ago for the Domestic Reitions Court to help children of.
ages 5 through 16 deal with their
parents' divorce and keep them
from getting into trouble.
"The judge noticed that many,
of the kids he handled in divorce
cases later showed up in juvenile court." said Miles Booth,
director of North Coast.
"WE TRY to set kids to realize there was nothing they could
have done to prevent the divorce," said Amy Beitelschees,
who runs the program.
"We have the kids constantly
repeat, 'It's not my fault.' It
becomes kind of a chant.

ATTENTION GREEKS...

S The Gavel \

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
OUR NEW INITIATES!
Sally Abbott
Cathy Hein
Kathryn Miller

Michelle Baudcr
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is holding an

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Conine Long
Suzanne Polko
Laurie Rostash

TONIGHT Wed., Sept. 10 8 p.m.
2nd floor lounge, West Hall

JLom,
Uhi ^>iitrri
(januna f^ki <oW<
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All those interested in reporting, photography, and
cartooning-artwork should attend

Sports
Cornhuskers deserve worse
When I was kid, ray parents
(especially mv father) always
told me to follow the rules.
Rules (especially those my
father laid down) were not to be
broken, despite the cliche, they
were to be followed. If rules
weren't followed, there was a
severe price to be paid.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association apparently
doesn't adhere to the same
policy of my father. It
constantly discover schools
acting in direct violation of
NCAA policy, then gives them a
slap on the wrist. (Iimagine my
father would suggest some solid
slaps placed elsewhere.)
The most recent incident is the
Nebraska ticket fiasco. The
Nebraska players are given
tickets to distribute to their
family, a common practice.
The Cornhuskers, however,
gave the complimentary passes
to "unauthorized" people, those
not related to the player.
The NCAA immediately
retaliated by suspending the
nearly 60 players for Nebraska's
first game against Florida
State. The bold move shocked
many across the country who
were used to the NCAA's usual
lax discipline.

Nebraska has probably broken a bundle of
other violations that it hasn't even been cited
for. If half the stories about Texas,
Oklahoma and Nebraska are true, most
football players on those teams are making a
bigger salary than your average Yuppie.
some of this garbage."
My contentedness was shortlived, however.
Nebraska was understandably
upset. Coach Tom Osbourae
whined that the Cornhuskers
could not compete without these
players, most of whom were on
the first or second string.
My heart truly bleeds for
Osboume. If he was truly
worried about bis players being
suspended, he would have
stressed the rules of
complimentary ticket
distribution.
Still, Nebraska asked for, and
was granted, a stay on the
suspensions. I have no doubt
that Nebraska, whose foootball
tradition is long and successful,
used its considerable clout to
convince the NCAA to hold up
the suspensions.
With a full roster, the
Cornhuskers trampled Florida

THAT COULD possibly be the
most spineless move in NCAA
history, and that's saying
something.
It's about time the NCAA stop
backing down to big schools and
make them pay for their
mistakes.
Nebraska claims that missing
a game with those players could
cause an almost automatic loss.
With the Cornhuskers in the race
for the national championship,
one defeat could be devastating.

Watch for our special
*Fall Savings Tabloid*
Monday, September 15.

PERSONALLY, I was
thrilled.
"Finally," I thought. "The
NCAA is going to crackdown on

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP
1 3-pound frying chicken skinned
and cut inlo serving pieces
2 cups canned tomatoes
1 clove garlic, minced
'.; cup chopped onion
•' • cup canned mildly hot California
chilies. diced (or ■ •> cup tor a
milder flavored soup)
2 cups cooked, drained pinto
beans or garbanzos
Place chicken pieces in a large
saucepan Add enough water to
cover Cook until tender, about 25
minutes
Remove chicken pieces from the
broth and put in the tomatoes,
garlic, onion and crudes. Slide
chicken meat off the bones and return meat to the broth. Add beans
and simmer about 15 minutes.
Yield about 2 quarts
Appro* cal'serv: 1 cup - 190
1 lortilla ■ 60

State. Now that Nebraska has
pilfered a game out of the
NCAA, they must face the
music.
The problem is, the music will
probably sound too sweet.
Rumors have it that the NCAA
is considering spreading the
suspensions across the schedule.
That is, suspending 10 of the 60
players each week until they've
all "paid their due."

Yes, those are violins you hear
playing in the background, it is
the soundtrack to this tragedy.
Actually, the Cornhuskers are
trying to turn the NCAA into a
comedy.
This entire situation reminds
me of a quote by former
Oklahoma University President
George Cross: "We're trying to
build a University our football
team can be proud of."
Nebraska has probably
broken a bundle of other
violations that they haven't even
been cited for. If half the stories
about Texas, Oklahoma and
Nebraska are true, most football
players on those teams are
making a bigger salary than
your average Yuppie.
Yet, the Cornhuskers want
sympathy.
What they deserve is having
all 60 players suspended for the
same game. In fact, they should
be put under strict supervision
for the next year - in all phases
of the football program:
recruiting, academics, ticket
distribution, the whole ball of
wax.
The NCAA has already
discovered one violation. And,
as my father would say, where
there's smoke, there's probably
an arsonist. Let's see if the
Cornhuskers are playing by the
rules.
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Tyson bringing
the thrills back
"I love the fight business,"
says Mike Tyson.
He's good for the fight business, too.
"He Is exciting," promoter
Don King said after Tyson
dispatched of Alfonzo Ratliff
in less than five minutes Saturday night at the Las Vegas
Hilton.
"He turned the tables here.
We were in trouble," King
said.
Michael Spinks retained the
International Boxing Federation heavyweight title in the
main bout before a sellout
indoor crowd of 6,000.
However, most of the tickets, scaled from $500 down to
J50, were sold after Tyson
was added to the card.
The Hilton plans to increase
seating to 8,500-9,000 for Ty-

son's scheduled challenge to
World Boxing Council champion Trevor Berbick.
He is a fighter that brings a
crowd to its feet. The anticipation level hits the ceiling
when Tyson climbs into the
ring wearing no robe or
socks.
Tyson is the most electric
heavyweight since Joe Frazier, whom he resembles in
fighting style.
But how good is the 20-yearold Tyson, who has scored 25
knockouts in winning all 27 of
his professional fights?
"Mike Tyson punched
harder than a mule can
kick," said Ratliff.
So far only veterans James
Tillis and Mitch Green have
gone the distance with Tyson.

GIVE THEM A PIECE
OF YOUR MIND.
Now your studlflb tan learn Irom vour
own up-to-date custom texts
Kinkos Custom Publishing program
enables you to create a text lor your
specific course plus make it available to
colleagues and students nationwide
Call today for your peace of mind

e T-SHIRTS
(Long & Short Sleevesi
• SWEAT SHIRTS
• HOODED SWEAT
SHIRTS
• MUSCLE SHIRTS
e SOCCER SHIRTS

112 S. Main. Downtown
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone 35*3098

354-3977

eBASEBALL JERSEYS
e BASKETBALL JERSEYS
e FOOTBALL JERSEYS
e SIZES 6 Months To
Adult* XL

kinko's

• HATS
eCORDUROY HATS

sy owl says
Injuries Hurt!

We Do Custom Embroidery & Silk Screening

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

$

i

3.00 OFF

BOORS
M-Tr 7:30-10:00
Fri 7:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-6:00
Sun 12:00-8:00

354-3977
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

r

Any Hooded Sweat Shirt
We Sew On Letters

1
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BGSU SKI CLUB

*
*
*

MEETING TONIGHT 7:30 p.m. 070 Overman Hall

*
*

JOIN THE ADVENTURE II

*
*
*
*

Details of Annual Ski Trip Out West
to be Discussed.

Raffle Held Tonight for Everyone Present.
Bring Friends and

Sponsored by Mountain Man Shoppe, Maumee, Ohio
*
'%***********************************************
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announced In

Coordinator Positions Open

I

Peggy Badger

Michele Macrina

AJIyson Behney

Jodi McKnight

Julia Snell

Sheri Brown

Michelle MiHer

ChorSpando

Kelly Collins

Anne O'Donneil

Kim Spiezio

Joanna Danko

Erika Offencocher

Ann Thomas

Susan DeVane

Lexy Palanza
Jill Patterson

Jill Thompson

Dianne Gruetter

Diana Potion

Lisa Walters

LoriHabegger

Char Paul

hgrid Wartel

KathyKtepek

Desiree Petrarca

Tifany Weaver

Fran Koenig

Usa Robinson

Trisha Zellmon

Stephanie LaHood

Jill Ruttedge

Kristen Zotka

Kelle Lowe
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Activities
Wed. 9/10 The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha will be holding
an informal smoker at 7:30 p.m. in the Canal Room,
3rd floor of Union. All interested young men are invited.
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha will be conducting a Bible
Study on the Following Dates
Thurs.
11IU13. 9/11
7/AX
Thurs. 9/18
Thurs. 9/25
from 7:00-8:30 in the Community Suite
3rd floor of the Union.
The public is invited.
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I

Schelly Tschan

114 Education Building 9 p.m. TONIGHT

%
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AmySecoli
Elizabeth Shannon

Carole Gteason

Campus Brothers • Campus Friends
Campus Sisters
• Adopt a Grandparent
Filling Memorial Home (retarded children)
• Charities Board

t<

1986
Kothy Badger

Organizational Meeting for ail Interested Students
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by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Laxers anticipate
very solid season

Morgan Sullivan has much to
look forward to for the upcoming
Bowling Green lacrosse season;
or at least he hopes he does.

tough competition," Morgan
Sullivan said, "we expect to do
very well this season (based on
last spring)."
He added that in addition to
the seven returners "we've got a
couple of guys who will be
around this fall who weren't
here in the spring, plus a lot of
freshmen who should really help
out."

Sullivan and his brother Mike,
both of whom serve as co-captains, return seven out of 10
starters to last springs' squad
which posted a 6-4 record.
"Last spring we played a lot of

SULLIVAN HAS some reason
to be optimistic though, espe-

Englsh Darts 4 Darts
Sign Up for Dart League
PurceTs Bike Shop. 362-8284

WE LOVE OUR
ALPHA XI OCLTA
PLEOQE8III

Free BGSU IBIockl or Bowing Green (Old
Enrjesh) on any of our garments Jeans N
Things. 531 Ridge

Welcome Back BGSU Tourguides1
Our first oroanUabonal meeting nrtl be held:
Tuesday. September 9th al 6:00 pm or
Wednesday. September 10th at 4 30 p m In
the Assembly Room ol McFal Center Allen
dance to one ot these meetings rs required See
youthen!

cially since the team will need
help in one key area - goalie.
Last springs' goalie transfered
out West and doesn't appear to
be coming back. He hopes a
strong offense and defense will
counter for the lack of experience in goal.
Also, he pointed out a few of
the returners who should make a
solid contribution. He mentioned
Mike Sullivan and Denny Stusek
on defense and Joe Lombard! in

midfield.
On the attack, said Rich Maebert and himself have potential
for a good season.
Sullivan and company will
find out Just how good they are
when they start practice at 4:30
tonight behind the Buisness Admiiustation building in preparation for their first match in three
weeks. He added that if anyone
is interested in playing to come
to practice tonight and sign up.

Classifieds
PRAIRIE MARGINS Undergraduate Utere/y
MTaJal ne nr-rvK start memlH-rs BFA ,in<J Sal-is
Students welcome Wed Sept 10, 7 30pm .
102 Manna Hal Can 354-0525 for more Information

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Accounting Club-Beta Alpha Psi
tolormational Meeting Wednesday September
10 at the Community Suite, thud floor ot the
Union 7 30pm Open to al interested

Selling I Sales Management Club
Informational Meeting
TONIGHT
McFal Center Assembly Room

ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED- SPECIAL ED DUAL AND
TRIPLE MAJORS" Final day to apply lor Spring.
1987MEP Thursday September te Appfccatan lorms are available in Room 529 Ed Bldg
DON'T FORGET"

Groovey Records and Tapes
425 E Wooster
Behind Deary Mart

Tonlghtl Tonight! Tonlghtl
AH 880 WFAL
Organizational Meeting
Wed . Sept 10. 118BA. 7 pm
Tune tn Te A Great Opportunity
AM MO WFAL

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
Anyone planning to student teach Spring
Semester. 1987 who missed the signup
meeting on Sept 3 should report to the O't-ce
of Field Experiences. 318 Education Butting.
as soon as possible for appfecanon materials
ATTENTION MORTAR BOARD MEMBERS
There is a mandatory meeting on Thursday
Sepl 11 at 9 p m In 102 BA Any questions
call Kim 81353-4125
Attention BGSU Tourguides
What First Organizational Meeting
When Tuesday. September 9th at 6 00 p m or
Wednesday. September 10th at 4 30 pm
Where Assembly Room. McFal Center Attendance is mandatory

353-1222
Incense on sale tor 99 cents, bast price on
blank tapes' We buy used records VISA I MC

WANT TO HAVE SOME FUN
AXO BATHTUB RACES
Sept. 11. 12:00. Peregrine Pond

HEY SIGMA CHS SAD AS IT IS TO SAY
GOOD-BYE TO SUMMER THERE S NO BETTER WAY TO DO IT THAN WITH THE LAST
SUMMER BASH" WITH A SIGMA CHI'
SPECIAL THANKS TO THOSE THAT SHAREO
THEIR JACKETS AT THE AFTER HOURS'
CHIVALRY LIVES ON IN SIGMA CHI' THE CHIOS

LOST & FOUND

hi at that you do .
thai BACCHUS la for you.
Coming back soon

LOST 14K gold bracelet Reward" Call Cindy
3723148
Reward lor 2 rings taken from Offenhauer
East 6th floor restroom Wednesday ntghu.
August 27 Please call 372 8318

Attention All interested students who love the
outdoors' Come to the E IG (Environmental Interest Group) informational meeting Wed al
7 30 p m in Room 127 Hayes Mall

KAHEN ALLEN
Congratulattons on your pearling
Love, your AXO sisters

SERVICES OFFERED

BG News meeting lor vorjnleers-wrrters and
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hall
For further information call
372 2603

Fouts typing now accepting limited number ol
customers Superior quality, special services
Call tol tree 669-2579 for more information

Friday Night Sabbath Services- sponsored by
Jewish Students Group Faculty Lounge m the
llmon 6 00 p m For mfo call Bruce Kottler
354-8420
GET INVOLVED-JOIN ADVERTISING CLUB
Guest speaker from a Toledo advertising
agency-Tonight 7 30 pm in the (3rd floor!
Ohio Suite ol the University Union

USG University Committees applications have
been extended to Wed . Sept 10 Appkcahons
art ■iiraraatllo at your residence hall Iron! desk
and 405 Student Services Now's your chance
lo get aivolved

A NEW YEAR. A NEW BEGINNING
COME JOIN OMEGA PHI ALPHA
NATIONAL SERVICE SORORITY
SUN . SEPT 14 8 30. 100 BA
OR WED. SEPT 17. 8 30. 100 BA

NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS?
ADOPT A GRANDPARENT' FOR DETAILS
CALL ELLEN 352-2263 OR TERRI 353 0475

PRINCESS LEEANNEi HAPPY 20TH SWEETIE '
Love You. Michael Wayne

ATTENTION Gerontology and Nursing Home
Admrnratratlon majors Fast meeting ol UGA w*
be Wed . Sept 10 at 8 00 m 105 Psych Free
Pizza

DON'T FOROETI
TOOAYI
It -3
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FAIR
LACROSSE
ALL INTERESTED PLAYERS
4 30 WEDNESDAY BEHIND B A
OR CALL 353-6913

Orientation Board Member Appecations are
available in 405 Student Services and are due
Friday Sept 12 by 5 00 p m

ATTENTION ALPHA PHI OMEGA MEMBERS
Our first meeting ol the year wil be Wednesday
9 30 p m at McFal Center in the Assembly
Room Ptoaie plan to attend See you there'

•••MM Party"'
This Thursday, from 9 to 12pm
At Kaufman's on Man SI
Free beer Iree munchies. cash bar open lo al
MBA students, faculty, and stall Sponsored by
the MBA Assoc

LraaDentler.
Thanks lor being such a fantastic Rush Chairman. Your hard work realy paid oft1 Love. Your
Kappa Sisters
MARY BETH MUSSELMAN CONGRATULATIONS TO BOTH YOU ANO MIKE ON YOUR
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED ENGAGEMENT'
WHAT A FABULOUS COMBO' YOUR CHI
OMEGA SISTERS

PERSONALS

1

Jewish Students-Do you know about the
Jewish Students Group? Be on our marling list
Contact Bruce Kottler. Psychology Depl.
354-8420

KAPPA PLEDGES
You're the greatest' We definitely have one
BEST 36' Keep up that great Kappa Sp.rn'
Love, Your Kappa Sisters

Sraters ol Alpha Phi Thanks lor the great lea
Friday!
The Brothers of Sigma Nu

BGSU KARATE
FREE SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP
THURSDAY. SEPT 11. 8 00 EPPLER MIDDLE

BGSU KARATE
EVERY TR 6 00 EPPLER MIDDLE
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT 9

USG University Committees apphcahons have
been extended to Wed . Sept 10 Appscstions
are available al your residence rial front desk
and 405 Student Services Now's your chance
lo get mvolved
WANT TO HAVE SOME FUN
AXO BATHTUB RACES
Sepl 13. 12 00 Peregrine Pond

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days tn advance by 4 p m

WANTEO ANOTHER BOB BORTEL BAHNYARO BASHi WHY Why not? WHEN Soon.
real soon' WHO The good, the bad & the ugly'
WHERE You know where' HOW That's Bob's
problem P S Act Now on this exerting opportunity! M.F 1MW

1 female roommate to anara an apartment with
2 Jl 14 a month and eksctric Cal 353-1707

Petition passer needed. Ful or part Hme No
door-to-door tundraising Make up to $8 hour
For into cal 255 nil

ATTENTION
-STUDENT 0RQANI2ATI0NSThe deadBne 'or the annual re-regralratton ol al
student clubs, groups A organuatrjlna is FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 12 n you haven't already
received the registration form, stop by 405 Student Services S pick one up Groups registering
attar the deadkne w* NOT be included in t he
Student Organizations Directory

FUN. NORMAL, EASY TO GET ALONG WITH
PERSON IS SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
WITH THE SAME NORMAL QUALITIES
WISHING TO GO APT HUNTING OR WHO
HAS APT CALL 354-1708

CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS
There are many other etudente on campus
who share in your love lor Joeue Christ and
tafth Ood'a word Please don't go without
fellowship wondering how to meet them. The
Fellowship ot Christian Students (FC8) Is a
non-denominational campus Outreach
dedicated to Christian growth. We meet
TOtwOHT. 7:00 p.m.. Alumni Room, Student
Union. Please feel wetcome.
LACROSSE
ALL INTERESTED PLAYERS
4 30 WEDNESDAY BEHIND B A
OR CALL 353-6913
Report Due? We Type While You Rest Typing
And Word Processing Services And Resumes
A to Z Data- Across From Utilman s, 352-5042

Female student to share house with 5 gals
Very cloae to campus Cal 353-9309

We need 1 mato roommate to move into a
house dose to campus, A S.A.P Vary Inexpensive with two good guys. 353-7216. Darren or
Dave

HELP WANTEO
BrabyaWai tor two boys agaa 7 and 8
7 15-8 30 am Monday Friday 352-4265
after 5 p.m.
Floral designer needed for BG nonet Sand Inoumee to Box 473S care ol Sentinel Tribune
Bowing Green. OH 43402
Gymnashc-tumoling inatructor needed tor
Tuesday evenings
Phone 352-1986 or
352-8094 and leave message for John
Hosts, waitresses, barbacke needed Looking
lor honest, energetic people for last paced.
high energy night club Must be 19 and over
Apply in person TUBS -Sun after 7 30 p m at
Henry J'a. 1532 S Byrne Toledo

THE WORD IS SPREADING. BGSU SKI CLUB
JOIN THE ADVENTURE-MEETING TONIOHTI
r:S0, 070 OVERMAN-SPLASH SUNGLASS
RAFFLE AT EVERY MEETING I
Tonlghtl Tonlghtl Tonlghtl
AM SM WFAL
Organizational Meeting
Wed , Sept 10. 118 BA. 7 pm
Tuna In To a Great Opportunity
AM 680 WFAL
'■Welcome to UAO Party"
N.E. Common 5:00 p.m.-8:00 pn
For sll UAO Members

Lawn Maintenance
Ful and Part Time
Cal 352-5822
Make hundreds weekly maleng circulars'
No Quotas Limits1
Rush sell-addressed stamped envelope
A-1. 11020 Ventura, Suite 268. Dept P
Studio City. CA 91604
Market neiaarch
Several part hme telephone Interviewing positions available now Day. evening A weekend
hours Good speeng a pleasant phone voice
necessary No seeing Opportunities lor advancement S pay increases in a comfortable,
personable work environment Apply m person
between 8 am-4pm at.
NFO Research, he
2700 Oregon Rd.
(Just off 1-751
Northwood. OH 43619 .
Equal Opportunity Employer
Need a cosege gal student to help in cleaning
apartments and general houeeworkk Good
wages, 352-2658

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

Wanted 15 men or women lo participate in local
weight rose program tor advertising purposes
Musi have 25 Da or more to lose Cal
362-6975.

1971 Honda 360. fair oondrtlon. $216: Pingpong table $40. 5 mahogany dining room chairs
$75. 362-5545
1972 Triumph Spitfire convertible
353-2902

$1400

1979 AMC SPIRIT
4-CYUNOER. 4 SPEED
QOOO TRANSPORTATION

$900, 354-8003
' 1981 Dodge Omni, new rarjaaja. new shocks
very good condition. 60,000 miles $1500
364-0723 Cat evenings
2 single lofts-bought from the Loft Construction
Co. omy last lal Perfect conditxxi $100 tor
both or bast otter Cal 354-0724
20 gakxi aquanum- complete
362-0913

$100

Cal

20 Ladies' 3 speed Rakaigh hake In mint condition $80 luggage rack lor VW Bug $15
Cal 352-7814 after 5
80 RENAULT LE CAR RED SUNROOF
STEREO SVSTEM. GOOD INTERIOR. VERY
GOOO CONDITION -RUNS GREAT ASKING
$1500 OR BEST OFFER
CALL NCOS
352-8473
Apple II plus 64K Green CRT. two disk drives
Aak for Bryan $600 364-7733
Bar Leather exterior Exceient condition Cal
tor beat otter 354-7642. Naser

Cordless telephone Good condition $50 Cal
FU 353-7574.

ASA

FOR SALE 10-SPO $75. BICYCLE HELMET
$20. MNT DOWN COAT $60. LR CHAIR $20.
MAMIYA-SEKOR 35mm FOR PARTS $40
352-4064

FALL

INITIA TES

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

TERESA BLACKMAN

MARY BRICKER

Must Sal
1977 Ford LTD
$750 or Best Otter
Cal Doug 372-2785 1 -5 P.M.
Sofa and matching chair Off white and rough
paakt Excellent condition $250 lor the eat Cal
Nancy llavenaleai. 352-6228 Ext 213. Days
299-3143 after 4 pm
Suzuki TS 125 street-lraa bike $250
Honda CB 460. low msaaga. $450 Both ex
oeeanl condition 354-1747
Telephone anawervig macrvne Exceient condition $50 Cal RJ 363-7574

PAIGE TH0MAS0N

(For billing purposes only!

Two purebreed Eskimo puppies 2 months okt
Cal Naser. 364-7842

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)

1t7S HONOA PRELUDE
R£0, SUhWOOF, AMVFM CASSETTE. 11200,
CALL TOM 3SJ-7113

&

KINGS
COMICS

FOR RENT

fc

Grand Opening
Classification In which you with your ad to appear:
_

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant

Lost A Found

_

Rides

_

Services Ottered

_

Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published Iree ot charge lor one day tor a non-profit event or meeting only

Total number at days to appear _

SPfttNG. SPRING. SPRINQM-Spring • one ot
the beat semesters to do a co-op' Coma to one
ol our rntormratton sessions on Monday, Sept
16 at 4:00 PM or on Thursday. Sept 18 at
10:00 AM in the Co-op Office, 236 Administration Bunding, to lam more about cooperative
education and the special opportunities that ex
let" For more mtormation call 372-2451

CONGRATULATIONS

NOTICE: The BG News w* not be responsible tor error due to -Hegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical
errors m classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions

Data* ot Insertion

Skit people--entertalnera Exceient experience
lor people with theatre or dance interests
Outgoing personalty and high energy are prere
quanta quaktications Part hme--weekends Apply In parson at Henry J'a. 1532 S Byrne, attar
7 p.m Sun -Thurs

Boys 10-speed bicycle $40 Cal 1 866 9644

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non university related business and individuals

Campus t City Event!'

Restaurant Help Needed
8 week Job opportunity If you hove restaurant!
experience Toledo River Cruise lines has
openings for waiters -waitresses anc
bartenders Season ends in No-ember Experienced only call personnel office at]
1-688-5031

Beta VCR $125 -Negotiable Good condition
Includes $100 Service Contract 372-1383

i The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65* per line. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad tor bold type
Appro"mately 35 45 spaces per line

Pizza Brothers
Help Wanted
11:00 am to 5 00 p m.
Deavery S Wratreea
836 S Main St
Apply In Person 10:00 am to 6.00 p m

FOR SALE
Inactive RN'a and LPN'a Are you ready to step
back into nursing? Start over m a oaring environment Wood County Nursing Home needs a lulttme LPN and a part-time RN Cal 353-8411
between 8-4.30.

RUSH PHI DELTS
501 PIKE ST
NEXT TO POWER PLANT
Sailing A Sales Management Club
mtormattonel Meeting
TONIGHT
McFal Center Assembly Room

Part time hairstyest- hous flexible Cal System
Seven 352-8516

WANTED

Female non-smoking roommate needed to
share apartment Close lo campus. Cal
352-7596

Brothers ol Dana Tau OeH,
Welcome Back! I missed you-Thanke tor
keeping me busy wllfi all your letters, phone
calls and vlatls (Steve A Boil) Thanks alao tor
giving our fantastic Qamma Phi pledges kissing carnations and serenades! Looking forward to an exerting year with an excellent
brotherhood! Love In DTD. Elaine

NOW accepting applications
Ciuiseknes
Resort Hotere. Annas, and Amusement Parks
For more rntamatlon and an appacation. write.
National Coasgkale Recreation Service. PO
Box 8074, Helon Head lerand. S C 20938

Part-time energetic, outgoing, fun-loving
people-wanted1 Barlendera, waltreasas.
waltera. floor walkers No experience
necessary Flexible schedules lo accomodate
carpoota Appry In person alter 8 darty except
Mon at the tun place to be • BUTTONS' SI Rt
26, 12 mine N ol BO

ATTENTION ALL RACQUETBALL PLAYERS
Informational Meeting
Wednesday Hie 10th at S:30 p.m.
Meat by courts 1 A 2 at the Aec
Men and Women ot all levels welcome1

1

Thanks to the "concerned citizens" who found
my icenae ano ID las i Wad in the Mac Pariung
Lot and relumed them to my off-campus
maebox Your efforts were greatly appreciated
Michele Peters

Bored wrtti school? Uncertain about career
direction' Want lo know what the work world
has to offer? Come lo the Co-op Information
sessions on Monday. Sept 15 at 4 00 PM or
Thursday. Sept IB at 10 00 AM m the Co-op
Office. 238 Administration Building. 372-2451
CATCH THE WAVE-COOPERATIVE EOUCATrONH

AM MO WFAL
Organuationel Meeting
7 00 Tonight. 118B A
Tune In To A Greet Opportunity
AM StO WFAL

Plant Special
90S
Second Plant 1-2 Prico
The Flower Basket Downtown
166 S Main
SaM ends Saturday

Mail to: (On or OtICampus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone. 372-2601

Saturday, Sept. 13"

Special Guest Appearance

2 to 4 lutl
lo rant apt at University
visage t year lease $375 Cal Andla Mon .
Wed . Fit. between 10,5. 287-4774 docsl)
Efficiency apartment and 1 bedroom aoarimant
avaaable now Short or long term lease
354 3182 or after 4 p m 362-7365
Need male student to tl apartment near campus Phone 352-7386
Needed One temets lo sublet apartment lal
semester $118 par month Close to campus
Sept rant paid. II interested cal Cathy at
363-0131 attar 6 pm

between 1:00-5:00 p.m.
from R.A.K. Graphics

Cwj bedroom efficiency sieaabu anmedaHoty
$226 par month Cal 294-1322 ooSsct

Bob Kraus and Rob Prior

COOP CORNER

producers* fjmj^m%

10% off any purchase with this ad
128 W. Wooster

3540606

DESPERATE? Need a change from school?
Want work experience n your motor before you
graduate? Coma to the co-op information sessions on Monday. Sept 15 at 4 00 PM or
Thursday Sept 18 at 10 00 AM «i Room 23a
Administration BurMIng, for more Information
Earn a future whee you earn a degreeCooperative Education"" 372-2461

